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Foremost among the problems which will concern defense leaders in
the future is the allocation of the strategic war budget between the two
categories of offensive and defensive forces. Over the past five years
(fiscal years 1962—1966), the Department of Defense has spent about
$45billionin direct costs on Strategic Offensive and Defensive Forces.
Add to this distributable support and R-and-D costs and the total would
surely surpass $60 billion; 1andone has small reason to foresee any
dramatic reduction in these expenditures in the next five years. If only
for their enormous quantitative implications, therefore, these choices
merit our attention. But beyond this, there is a very special reason to
be concerned with choices between nuclear defense and offense at this
time. The reason is technological. First, missiles over the past five
years have become predominant among strategic offensive forces, and
missiles are getting better. The next half-decade will see major improve-
ments in existing missile forces around the world. Second, very large
sums have been spent in designing viable missile defense, and these
efforts can be expected to pay off within the decade.
This paper has three purposes: first, to elaborate the choices be-
tween offense and defense in economic terms; second to call attention to
the information requirements for, and the effects of misinformation upon,
these allocation decisions; and lastly to call particular attention to
the nonzero-sum aspects of the choice of an offensive-defensive alloca-
1Statementof Secretary of Defense, Robert S. McNamara, Before the House
Appropriations Committee on the Fiscal Year 1966—70 Defense Program and
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lion (and hence to the possibilities for cooperative efforts between our-
selves and the Soviets).
Strategic Forces and War Outcomes
Deterrence and defense center around the ability to inflict pain or
damage on an enemy (or to threaten to do so) and to avert pain or to
limit damage to one's own country. In allocating resources to nuclear
offensive and defensive forces, therefore one side, in effect, is buying a
set of war-outcome possibilities. Since this point is so basic, and, in
particular, since major uncertainties enter one's strategic force calcula-
tions at the outset, it is worthwhile to dwell upon the problems of cal-
culating war outcomes from given strategic force combinations for a
moment, before addressing ourselves to the problems of force-mix
selection. Figure 1will be useful in examining the problems of war-
outcome determination. Suppose that two sides,1 and 2, dispose of
strategic forces in the amount of F1 and F2 as indicated by the axes
in the first quadrant. Let the damage levels during the course of, or
at the end of a nuclear exchange on each side, be indicated by
D1 and D2 respectively. In the second (fourth) quadrant, the damage to
1 (2) is shown as a function of the weight of coun'tervalue, or counter-
city, attack F2(F1).
Figure 1 shows two curves in the first quadrant, one indicating how
sides 1 and 2 trade off forces if 1 mounts a counterforce attack against
2; the other indicating the trade-off if side 2 attacks side 1, when the
two sides dispose of F1° and F20, respectively. The case is illustrated
in which both sides possess dispersed and hardened land-based ICBM's,
with single warheads. Note that this implies that the attacker must
sacrifice more than one unit of his forces to destroy one unit of the
opponent's forces.2 Two curves in the third quadrant of Figure 1, then,
indicate the combinations of damage which sides1 or 2 can expect
under the following assumptions:
1. The attacker uses all his forces against his enemy's forces or cities.
2. The victim retaliates with all his surviving forces against the attacker's
cities.
3. The attacker catches the victim by surprise.





4. Neither side has a missile defense.
5. Forces used to attack enemy forces cause negligible damage to the
enemy's society.
Assumptions 1 and 2 may be relaxed, and withholding strategies
and/or sequences of counterforce exchanges may be allowed. In that
case, if 1 attacks first (with counterforce-targeting), any point in the hor-
izontally shaded area may result. If 2 attacks, any point in the vertically
shaded area may result. The curves simply indicate the worst outcomes
the attacker could expect. How much better an outcome is reached de-
pends on the restraint exercised by each side during the course of an
exchange, and upon the preferences of each for his own damage vs.
enemy damage. The problem of estimating one's preferences between
his own damage and enemy damage is virtually insurmountable, to say
nothing of that of estimating the adversary's preference in that regard;
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war outcomes as near the curves rather than within the shaded area.
Figure 1 therefore illustrates the security against preemptive attacks
inherent in single-warhead ICBM forces, since the above sort of pes-
simism will lead both sides to prefer a war which the other side starts
with a counterforce attack to a war which one's own side starts with
such an attack.
Figures 2-a, 2-b, and 2.-c now introduce three interesting variations
on this aspect of force-structure evaluation. Figure 2-a illustrates a
more realistic force structure. There it is assumed that both sides have a
mix of bombers, and/or soft, clustered missiles; hardened, dispersed mis-
siles, and invulnerable submarine-based missiles. Note that the major
effect of this change is to make attack a preferred option only if the
attacker is resigned to very high damage levels on both sides. Figure 2-b
shows limits of war outcomes when both sides possess missiles which can
destroy more than one of the adversary's missiles. Note the obvious in-
stability. Figure 2-c shows a combination of accurate multiple-warhead
missiles, invulnerable Polaris-type missiles, and effective missile defense.
The potential for instability is clear, not only because there is a relative
advantage for the side which strikes first, but also because the damage
levels are absolutely lower for both attacker and victim.
This apparatus has some major implications for an analysis of choices
between types of strategic forces. The first major point to be made is
the basic, fundamental uncertainty attached to the payoff from buying
any combination or level of strategic capabilities. For lack of a satis-
factory technique for predicting the course a war might take, the five
points in diagrams 1 and 2 (marked a, b, c, d, and e) are often chosen
as representative: (a) reciprocal suicide; (b) side 2 attacks with mixed
countervalue-counterforce targeting;(c)side1attacks with mixed
targeting; (d, e) the attacker destroys the most enemy force possible.
The range of war outcomes from a single combination of forces on
either side is enormous, possibly a factor of 2 or 3. The difficulties in
narrowing this range are two: first the practical one that since it is ex-
ceedingly difficult to envisage circumstances which should lead to a
nuclear exchange it is all the more difficult to plot the course of the ex-
change; second, there is the theoretical difficulty that each side's prefei-
ences between withholding forces and their use against strategic targets
depend upon the other's preferences between the same two uses. This ex-
plains why, for example, the case in favor of exposed targets—to drawU
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enemy fire—is virtually impossible to make, and why evaluating war
outcomes under any but the simplest assumptions at present is futile.
The second major point to arise from the foregoing discussion con-
cerns the stability of arms inventories for not striking first, and the
sensitivity of such stability to likely future improvements in weapons
systems. Figure 2-b illustrates that a world of hardened, dispersed mis-
siles, with no other forces, and in which each missile can destroy (let us
say) two or more enemy missiles, has the potential for disastrous in-
stability. Figure 2-c illustrates the effects of such "improvements" in
existing forces, along with the addition of active and passive missile
defense. Two observations are significant: first, the instability potential
which exists; second, the relative advantage given to those forces which
would be evaluated at points b, c, d, and e over those which would be
evaluated at points a; for example, bombers vs. missiles.
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the truism that the same forces can be both
offensive and defensive at once. The terms "offensive" and "defensive"
are misleading. One side can strike with a countermissile attack and
count those forces as defensive, or use missile defense to protect its own
missiles and count those expenditures as offensive. Offensive as used
here is meant to be short for "damage-inflicting" and defensive to be
short for "damage-limiting." But there is a more than terminological
difficulty—the problem that whether a weapon is used to limit pain or to
inflict it on the enemy depends upon the circumstances of the war's out-
break and upon the course the war takes. This means that to a large
extent a weapon cannot be identified in advance as offensive (damage-
inflicting) or defensive (damage-limiting). As a result, it is meaningless to
seek a force which is both efficient and unambiguously identifiable as
damage-creating or damage-limiting. There are, nevertheless, important
reasons for being concerned with choices between the capability to
inflict pain on an enemy and to avert pain to one's own side. On the one
hand, whether the issue is one of deterrence of the outbreak of nuclear
war, deterrence of uncontrolled malice during the course of nuclear war,
or one of securing a relatively favorable final war outcome, in all
cases, one's vulnerability to the threat of punishment is as relevant as
the punishment or damage one can threaten. This interdependence be-
tween inflicting and averting punishment is one unifying element which
requires that strategic-offensive and defensive force levels be determined
jointly (the other unifying element being the joint-product characterChoice Between Deterrence and Defense 135
of the two capabilities). Another reason for addressing ourselves to the
problem of choice between damage-inflicting and damage-averting forces
is that it is timely. Technology is changing to the relative advantage of
the defense (offensive forces could hardly have a more favorable cost
advantage than today in 1966). The steady advance of ballistic-missile
technology promises to make missiles ever more effective counterforce
weapons. The major effect of this is to raise the cost of a very high-
confidence, survivable, retaliatory capability. Furthermore, the 1970's
will see the possibility of effective antimissile defenses at a supportable
cost. The combination of these two factors could alter the relative costs
between inflicting damage and averting damage to the point that defense
could, to an extent, become a viable substitute for deterrence. In addi-
tion to this, we will soon be in a position where the marginal costs of
threatening the last increment of damage to the Soviets far exceeds the
marginal cost of averting the last increment of potential damage to the
U.S.—this simply by virtue of our enormous intercontinental offensive
capability and the option to deploy balanced damage-limiting forces.3
In short, technology and strategy will soon force us to think about
choices between deterrence and defense.
Offensive—Defensive Force Optim izations
Assume for the moment that some resolution of the problems of un-
certainty in the evaluation of war outcomes has been reached, so that it
makes sense to speak of a certain combination of forces leading to spe-
cific damage levels on either side; ignore, for the moment, that deterrence
and defense, to an extent, are joint products of a single force.
Imbedded in the problem of choice between offensive and defensive
forces is another deriving from the fact that within the strategic arsenals
of the major military powers are a variety of tools for inflicting damage
on an enemy and for averting or limiting damage to one's own country
and/or friends. This situation gives rise to the question of how, within a
fixed offensive or defensive budget, to distribute expenditures among
the various candidate systems. Available models for efficient, or balanced
offensive and defensive forces are relatively well developed. In general,
the phenomenon of decreasing marginal returns from expenditures on
8McNamarastatement, pp.43—5 1.136 Strategy and Resource Allocation
.p=px+p,
anysingle offensive or defensive system (for example, missiles, bombers,
missile defense, bomber defense) should ensure that, at most interesting
budget levels, mixed forces are efficient—provided the adversary mixes
his forces also.
Figures 3 through 5 will be helpful in illustrating the problems of
efficient force-mix selection. Imagine that there are two systems for
attack and two for defense (called x and y); defensive system x(y)
combats only offensive system x(y). In Figure 3, a relationship between
total nuclear payload penetrating the defender's defenses, and the
damage resulting to that defender is postulated—so that minimizing the
payload to penetrate will minimize damage. Figure 4 shows in the first
and third quadrants the defender's costs and Cud) vs. payload
penetrating and for each of the two systems. In quadrants 2
and 4 constant offensive budgets (for the attacker—assuming constant
Unit costs ofand and defensive budgets (for the defender) are
shown.4 Obviously within the budget constraints given for attacker
alid defender, the defender should divide his defense against systems
x and y so that marginal costs of eliminating a unit of andare
equal.
An efficient defensive allocation in general can be found for each
division of the offensive budget betweenand P,,. It will be observed
without diagrammatic elaboration that a similar construction will result
in the rule that the attacker should allocate toandin such a way
4The figures assume constant unit costs for each type of attacking payload.
D
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that the marginal costs of a unit of penetrating payload are equal be-
tween the two alternatives. Figure 5 is a consolidation of two such
diagrams for the purpose of showing the duopolistic elements in the
choice of allocations. On one axis the total offensive budget of country
1 is laid off; and the total defensive budget of country 2 is shown on
the ordinate.
The attacker can spenditsentireoffensive budget on x(say
bombers), on y (missiles), or on a combination of the two. The de-
fender can spend its entire defensive budget on missile defense (y),
on bomber defense (x), or on a mix of the two. For each combination
of budget allocations a damage level in the defending country can be
specffied and isodamage contours delineated. D' < D2 < D9 .<D4
Whilelegitimate disagreement exists over what is an appropriate
measure of damage, the formal problem of selecting efficient force struc-














probably choose a mixed over a pure force allocation. Figure 5 suggests
first the interaction between one country's offensive forces and the other's
defensive forces, and hence the necessity of examining the relative cost
and effectiveness of various opposing weapons systems, and the prospec-
tive allocation strategies an enemy may only those pro-
jected by the intelligence experts but a wider range to encompass un-
likely force-mix allocation strategies. (The fact that our assessment of
Soviet budgets, relative weapons-systems costs and physical-effectiveness
parameters are beclouded with uncertainty has a general effect which
will be discussed in a later section.) These uncertainties aside, Figure 5
also illustrates the duopolistic character of offensive or defensive force-
mixdecisionsand hence particularly the value (1) of concealing one's
own force allocations from the enemy, or deliberately deceiving him as
to the effectiveness of one's forces, and (2) of keeping track over time
of the enemies allocative decisions.
Choices Between Offensive and Defensive Systems
The foregoing discussion has been preliminary to addressing the prob-
lems of choosing a mixture of offensive and defensive forces. In the
examples to follow, it will be assumed that the problems of choice of
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efficient, "optimal" force mixes for each budget level, have been re-
solved; and for illustrative purposes, it will be assumed that from one
time period to the next a stable solution to the allocation problem of
Figure 5 persists so that, except for the effects of uncertainty and
technological change, given offensive-defensive budget combinations re-
suit in predictable damage expectancies.
As a beginning, ignore the fact that a single weapon can serve both
purposes of attack and defense. In particular, assume that strategic
forces divide into two mutually exclusive uses, damage-inflicting and
damage-limiting. Figure 6 then shows how the damage which country 1
can inflict on country 2 varies with offensive and defensive expenditures
by the two countries respectively. The curves for the various damage
levels are drawn to show (with damage levels increasing in the direction
of the arrow) that for any level of defense, marginal returns to the
attacker are decreasing, while for any level of attack expenditure, marg-
inal returns to defense are decreasing. For simplicity, the damage curves
are drawn as straight lines, indicating that for any given damage level,
the ratio of offensive to defensive expenditures is constant at the margin.
(Depending on the offense-defense model one has in mind, plausible
arguments can be made to the effect that greater scale of expenditures
Figure 6
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favors the offense or defense. in a sense, Figure 6 is neutral between
two such arguments.) The variation in slope from one damage curve to
the next in Figure 6 indicates that comparative advantage favors the
offense at lower damage levels.
Continue to disregard the fact that the capabilities to inflict and to
limit damage may be joint products of a single weapons system. The
interactive character of offense and defense can be illustrated by com-
bining expenditure-damage diagrams for both sides. This is shown in
Figure 7. For any given combination of budget constraints each side
must choose an offensive-defensiveallocationstrategy within that
budget. Each pair of allocation strategies results in a war outcome—
that is, a particular damage level for each side.
The range of possibilities is shown in Figure 8. By choosing a particu-
lar division of its budget between offense and defense, country 2 can
Figure 7
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restrict the outcomes to any single solid line in the diagram. Similarly,
country 1 can choose any single broken line. The damage outcomes of
all possible combinations of such choices are contained in the checkered
quadrilateral. The borders of the quadrilateral denote exclusively de-
fensive or exclusively offensive budget allocation strategies as follows:
S1a =Country1 allocates its entire budget to offense.
Country 1 allocates its entire budget to defense.
S2a =Country2 allocates entirely to offense.
Country2 allocates entirely to defense.
To elaborate slightly on this model, first allow that offensive and de-
fensive purposes may be served by a single weapons system. The fact
that a missile can attack the enemy's forces or his cities, or that missile
defense can protect missiles as well as populations, means that a strategic
budget devoted exclusively to defense may allow its possessor to inifict
considerable damage on the enemy. Figure 9 shows that, provided one
side allocates some of its strategic budget to attack, the other side, even
if it is motivated solely by defensive considerations, will retain some
offensive capability. This is shown by the solid lines in the diagram.
Figure 9 also shows schematically the effects of changes in technology
02
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and consequently in relative costs of offensive and defensive forces.
The quadrilateral drawn in broken lines represents a substantial im-
provement in the relative costs of defense over offense. Note that the
principal effect of such technological shifts—provided total budgets are
unchanged—is to reduce the number of alternative war outcomes. The
total area within the budget limits is reduced.
Next, Figur.e 10 illustrates the effect of increases in the total strategic
budget by one or both sides shown in broken lines. Assuming both sides
increase their offense-plus-defense budgets in some constant proportion,
the first effect is to move the northeast corner of the war outcomes box
to the point of annihilation—100 per cent damage. Second, given the
assumption that the ratio of marginal costs between the offense and de-
fense depends only on the damage level, independently of the scale of
expenditures, the other corners of the box will converge to a maximum
damage level for the side devoting all resources to defense—depending
on the relative proportions of total strategic expenditures on either side.
At the same time the effect of budget increases is to expand the offensive
capability of defensive forces. Observe that while technological advance
and a competition in budgets may each reduce the total range of war
outcomes among which both sides are to choose, budget increases tend
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for the defense eliminate mostly high-damage outcomes.(It will be
argued later that the latter is preferable.) It would seem that competitive
budget increases and technological advances in the defense can, in part
at least, cancel each other out—and all the more so if, contrary to the
above assumptions, increases in the total scale of expenditure favored
the attacker.
If at higher budget levels the defenders cost disadvantage increases,
increasing budgets could virtually eliminate the range of choice among
potential war outcomes (i.e., collapse the box to a straight line). In
particular, such budget increases could eliminate any significant dif-
ference between the damage one side could suffer from war if it con-
centrated exclusively on defense as against offense.
Lastly, let it be pointed out explicitly, that what is being described
here is a game, with the payoff function yet to be specified. For illustra-
trative purposes and for later use, Figure 11 adds preference contours,
contract curve and reaction functions labeled U1, U2, PP, and R1, R2,
The reaction functions. are drawn to coincide with the ex-
clusively offensive strategies.
I draw these preference contours with reluctance. Like most people, I like
the origin of Figure 11 best—unless it would require me to accept a high risk
of war. The contours of Figure 11 assume the continuation of mistrust, suspicion,144 Strategy and Resource Allocation
p
This apparatus is suggestive in interpreting current and future a!-
ternatives between deterrence and defense, as well as some arguments
for and against U.S. expenditure for defense against nuclear attack.
Figure 11 ifiustrates a predictable situation for the near future. Both
sides—the U.S. and USSR—could inifict very severe damage on each
other—50 to 75 per cent or more. If one side were to choose to devote
itsstrategic resources exclusively to damage-limiting,it would sub-
stantially reduce the damage with which it could threaten the adversary
while providing itself with a relatively minor reduction in the damage
it would suffer from attack. In fact, the present force structures of each
of the major antagonists in the Cold War place them somewhere out
toward the northeast corner of the box. One explanation for this is that
the preference contours are such that for the technically available al-
location strategies shown in Figure 11, both sides will always choose an
offensive strategy, regardless of the allocation strategy of the enemy.
Another explanation for this outcome is simply that the questions of
trade-offs between one's own and the enemy's damage have simply been
considered irrelevant, or too speculative to figure into practical decisions.
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Arms Control and Strategic Defense
Whichever of these explanations is correct is probably not very impor-
tant. V/hat is important is,first, that with limited success in explicit
arms bargaining, the end result of the allocation strategies up to this
point in time has been to place us rather far from any reasonable es-
timate of a contract curve; 6and,second, if the question of trade-offs
between deterrence and defense have seemed irrelevant in the past they
will probably seem less so in the future.
One way of cooperating with an adversary in the variable-sum game
portrayed by Figure 11 is to agree to mutual budget reductions. Short
of this possibility the introduction of new offensive and defensive tech-
nologies could allow for mutual benefits without a mutual reduction in
budgets. Figure 12 gives an example. There, the same preference func-
tion which in Figure 11 led to a solution at very high damage levels
is combined with a relatively favorable defensive technology. Self-
interest will lead to a solution shown as (D10, D20) which both sides
prefer over the solution of Figure 11. If, however, the new technology
illustrated in Figure 12 were accompanied by much greater expenditures
on both., sides and especially if the scale effects of increasing budgets
favor the attacker, the potential benefits of the new technology, with its
new "solution" can be partially or totally negated. Hence the introduc-
tion of technical improvements in the strategic defensive forces of the
United States and the Soviet 'Union can serve as an alternative to or
substitute for agreements to limit' offensive-force levels, provided both
sides recognize over-all strategic budget constraints. Our customary
approach to limiting continued accumulation of weapons of mass de-
struction has been to seek agreements for mutual self-restraint in the
quantity and quality of strategic offensive forces. Defensive technology
may soon allow one to favor a redirection of the relative allocation
between offensive and defensive forces as a viable alternative to cut-
backs. Control and restraint in this context take on critical importance.
6assume that a substantial trade of lives on a one-for-one basis would work
to the advantage of both sides, starting from say one hundred and fifty million
potential fatalities, down to some level adequate for deterrence say from ten








Informationand Allocations Between Offense and Defense
Although there are a great many ways in which information and mis-
information enter intoallocations between offensive and defensive
forces, all can be subsumed in three, or at most four major categories.
First, there are uncertainties on both sides over the basic physical and
economic parameters of the system; some of this uncertainty is due, to
deliberate secrecy; some is purely technological. Second, there are the
uncertainties as to the course an exchange might take, as discussed earlier
in this paper. Third, there are uncertainties as to the responses either
side may make to changes in the adversary's force structure. In principle
these last two varieties of uncertainty can be reduced to uncertainty as
to an adversary's (or one's own) preference functions. Last are the un-
certainties as to the sophistication of the adversary in anticipating one's
own responses.
Included in the first two categories are uncertainties over physical pa-
rameters of effectiveness such as magnitude, yield, accuracy, reliability,
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second major imperfection in each side's information is additive to the
technical uncertainties just mentioned. Included here are unknowns con-
cerning the circumstances of the war's outbreak: Who shoots first? How
does each side divide its force between countermilitary targets, counter-
value targets, and forces withheld? How much warning time is avail-
able to the defender? To what extent can each side obtain and assess
intelligence and decide on its response in the light of such evaluation?
There is dispute over the proper criterion for national damage (people
killed or injured, industry destroyed, cities destroyed, conventional mili-
tary capability destroyed, etc.) and over whether one's own side and the
adversary share a tacit agreement that what one country defends is the
same as what the other threatens to attack. Even assuming agreement
over this, the question of estimating the social and economic effects of
nuclear damage (by whatever criterion of damage) is beclouded with
uncertainty. The net effect of these uncertainties is probably, in this
country at least, underestimation of the level of damage one can cause
an enemy for any offensive allocation, and overestimation of the damage
an enemy could cause in an attack against us. A tradition of military
prudence suggests that the decision-maker look on. the dark side. Prob-
ably the Soviets have the same tendency; and assuming they do, this
means that each side in the offense-defense allocation game has its own
different picture of the possibilities open to it.
Figure 13 shows country l's estimate of the allocation strategies avail-
able to it as the box of unbroken lines, and country 2's as the box in
broken lines. As the diagram suggests, these uncertainties coupled with
a prudent pessimism will lead both sides to favor offensive expenditures
more than if perfect certainty or a free exchange of information existed.
Information is of value here on two accounts: first, shared information
would directly add to the subjective utility each side derived from its
existing forces; second, reduction in uncertainty would encourage re-
allocations on both sides, leading both to preferred positions.
The uncertainties mentioned up to this point are at the center of
force-structure analysis and decision-making. There is probably little
hope of resolving or substantially diminishing them, short of major in-
formation-exchange measures designed for the mutual benefit of the
participants. These shortcomings in information seem to argue against
strategic defense programs. As the offensive forces on both sides grow,
however, and the resulting damage which could occur in nuclear war ap-148
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Figure 13
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proaches annihilation, the burden of these two types of uncertainties
which defensive programs will encounter must surely diminish in impor-
tance. In turn, another—the third—set of uncertainties (of major sig-
nificance now), may assume preeminence, namely, uncertainties about
an adversary's reactions to a U.S. damage-limiting program, which is to
say by implication, uncertainty about Soviet preferences between damage
inifiction, damage limitation, and money.
Uncertainties over the timing, the character, and the magnitude of
enemy responses surely must weigh heavily in decisions concerning pro-
grams of damage limitation. Yet one can hold out only the most meager
hope that our uncertainties in this area will substantially diminish over
time, before a major investment in strategic defense is incurred. While
the most reasonable way to view a restrained and controlled damage-
limiting—damage-inflicting program would be as one which evolved over
time as Soviet responsive behavior was assessed and evaluated, I doubt
that time lags would allow much American restraint in reacting to
Soviet responses without major costs incurred for damage-limiting, or
major risks for deterrence. All this is to say that good information on
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yet very difficult to acquire. Even a static appraisal of Soviet allocation
strategies between defense and offense is easily thwarted by uncertainties
over relative costs of alternative weapons systems, and by major un-
certainties over budget levels. This means that a retrospective evaluation
of Soviet preferences may provide few clues to what those preferences
actually were, let alone what they may be in the future.
These difficulties all suggest that the potential benefits of direct and
explicit bargaining over strategic delivery vehicles and other offensive
force characteristics will increase substantially if we arrive at the point
at which both sides will deploy or are deploying major strategic defensive
systems, and this fact becomes obvious to both sides.
It is worth noting, moreover, that the motive for such deployment
might not be defense (protection of people), it might be deterrence
(protection of weapons). Similarly, mutually agreed-upon deployments
of strategic defensive systems can, up to a point, serve as substitutes for
reductions in strategic offensive systems or controls on the quality of of-
fensive systems. An out-and-out freeze on ballistic missile defense may
not be in the interests of either party to arms agreements.
In short, the logic of soon-to-be-available offensive and defensive sys-
tems raises the possibility that explicit analysis should become a part of
the arms control bargaining process, and that therefore the pros and
cons, costs and benefits, the advantages and disadvantages of introducing
explicit analysis into arms control discussions deserve study and evalua-
tion. The alternative to this may be mutually inconsistent and expensive
strategies on both sides whereby both make some efforts to defend
themselves, yet demand a very high confidence deterrence against the
opponent.
COMMENTS
HAROLD DEMSETZ, University of Chicago
I have been asked to comment on either or both Mr. Rothenberg's
and Mr. McGuire's papers. Both papers deal with the interplay of de-
fense and offense. Both discuss arms control, although Rothenberg gives
this problem much more attention.
An analysis in depth of these problems would require careful studies
of the comparative advantages of defense and offense against the back-150 Strategy and Resource Allocation
ground of likely scenarios. The scenarios would specify likely con-
frontation situations and action-response psychology, and careful atten-
tion would be given to the specification and practical implementation
of alternative arms control plans. These are large tasks. The complexity
and scope of the subject are such as to make it difficult for anyone to
do a thorough job in a single paper. I sympathize with the authors in
the enormity of the task they have assumed. It is not surprising, there-
fore, that I do not find myself convinced or satisfied by their treatments
of the subject.
A large part of the discussion in each paper turns on a particular be-
lief of each author. McGuire states, "Technology is changing to the rela-
tive advantage of the defense..."; Rothenbergsays, "Given anything
like present technology, the exchange rate greatly favors offense over
defense." These different beliefs guide each writer to different conclu-
sions about the desirability of a relative increase in the proportion of
military expenditures allocated to defense.
My criticism is not that the authors reach different conclusions, but
that they have not given the supporting arguments or evidence on which
their differing beliefs are based. They do not appear to have questioned
their beliefs at all. The reader is forced to choose between one of two
opposing simple assumptions. If the assumption were made merely for
the sake of simplification, or if it were one for which there existed a
great deal of common experience, I would not question its use. But it
is not of this type. Indeed, the comparative advantage of defense and of-
fense, including their trade-offs in a conflict situation, should be one of
the focal points, not an assumption, of any analysis that deals with the
subjects of these papers.
These comparative advantages are not simple to evaluate, and that is
why the reader must be disappointed at the lack of a convincing treat-
ment, or, at least, of a thoughtful consideration of alternative views. An
attacker who can and does launch simultaneously a massive array of mis-
siles has a higher probability of saturating active ABM defenses than an
attacker who cannot count on, or who does not desire, such coordination.
The comparative advantage of an active ABM defense system differs
considerably in these circumstances.
Passive defense of urban areas will vary in comparative advantage
depending on whether nuclear exchanges are likely to come as cold mas-
sive surprises or be preceded by a hot Cuban climate. In the latterChoice Between Deterrence and Defense 151
case,warning time can be counted on to increase the productivity of
passive defenses.
Moreover, if we suppose that passive defense investment takes the
form of fallout or blast shelters located in middle-sized cities, rather
than in large urban areas, the opponent's ability to offset this with ad-
ditional offensive capability is seriously compromised. He will have lost
the advantage of being able to concentrate his offensive weapons on a
few large targets.
These are but a few of the problems that it is important to face in
the kind of evaluation in which the authors are engaged. Conclusions are
deceptively simple if they are not faced.
Let us now consider some problems raised by arms control. The first
pointthat should be underscored is that arms control is a changing of
the weapons by which war can be waged; it is not an elimination of
the ability to wage war. Wars have been waged with clubs, stones, spears,
and arrows, and they have been won with such weapons. To say that all
nations destroy their nuclear weapons and delivery systems, or even
bombers and tanks, is to say that anyone who desires to wage a war
must start with cavalry and rifles. It is not to say that wars are less
likely to be waged or that the comparative advantages of opponents
remain unchanged, or that they will end up being fought without
nuclear weapons. English police without firearms, even ifEnglish
thieves also forsake their firearms, does not imply less thievery or even
less violence. If all the military establishments of the world were re-
duced to World War 11 type equipment, it would be a logical jump across
no small chasm to conclude that war would be made less likely or that
the U.S.-Soviet balance would remain unaffected.
If, recognizing the true nature of disarmament or of arms control, we
are convinced that some form of control is desirable, itis useful to
look at the different major forms and the problems and implications of
these forms. Mr. McGuire does not give much consideration to these
problems. Mr. Rothenberg does. But both authors discuss arms control
programs that tend to limit over-all military expenditures, leaving the
composition of forces to be determined by each country; and compare
these programs with others which require specific weapon destruction.
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clear. Both give insufficient attention to a major difference in the infor-
mation demands of these alternatives.
Since we do not have free markets in major weapons systems, it is
difficult to determine whether the parties to a budget-constraint arms
control agreement are adhering to the agreement.
If a consumer's budget constraint is violated, he will become a bank-
rupt. Which is to say that' by multiplying the quantities of goods that
he purchases by the prices he pays, it is possible for us to determine
whether or not he has violated his budget constraint. If he says to the
judge, "You made a mistake, I am not in debt. My purchases cost me
less money than my creditors claim," the judge need only look at the
market prices of his purchases. If the Russians claim that we have over-
estimated their military expenditures, where are the market prices fot
weapons to which we can appeal for evidence?
The advantage of specific weapons destruction is the avoidance of
great uncertainties about standards of evidence. The weapons that are
being destroyed can be examined and counted. This does not mean that
weapons destruction must be symmetric. There is no reason for ex-
cluding the possibility of agreeing to destroy five U.S. missiles for every
four the Russians destroy, or even x numbers of SAC bombers for y
numbers of Russian missiles. Compositional asymmetry is consistent
with specific weapon-exchange ratios and simplifies the verification prob-
1cm.
In Mr. Rothenberg's discussions on this point, he directs the reader's
attention to "equality of effect." In his original manuscript he wrote,
"Our previous discussion indicated that compositional asymmetry may
be needed to achieve equality of effect..." Hethen stated that
equality of effect is ambiguous. He writes, "It may have at least any of
the following meanings: (1) an equal absolute reduction for the par-
ticipants in the number of specific weapons; (2) an equal absolute across-
the-board reduction in all weapons; (3) an equal absolute reduction in
an index of force size; (4) an equal absolute reduction in the ceteris
paribus national security significance of each weapons reduction; (5) to
(8) equal proportional changes in each of the above; (9) reductions that
result in equal improvement in over-all resource utilization...(10)
reductions that lead to equal levels of national security; (11) reductions
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both participants." Surely the equality of effect for which Rothenberg
strives implies a willingness and ability to make interpersonal utility
comparisons! Searching for this holy grail Only leads to delay and to
confusion. Why not merely require voluntary agreement?
ROBERT EISNER, Northwestern University
Arthur Schlesinger writes of John F. Kennedy's views after the Cuban
missile crisis, "A world in which nations threatened each other with
nuclear weapons now seemed to him not just an irrational but an in-
tolerable and impossible world."The three thoughtful and interesting
papers before us, and indeed all of the papers in this conference, are
aimed at making the best of this world. They refrain frOm dismissing
it as irrational, intolerable, and impossible.
Perhaps this is as it should be. Perhaps constructive attempts to im-
prove our lot within the existing framework—and these are clearly con-
structive and potentially useful efforts—are to be preferred, even in a
conference devoted to fundamental research, to basic questioning of the
tolerability of the framework and studied presentation of alternatives.
Perhaps Schlesinger was just indulging in a bit of poetic or historic
license. But outsider that I am, and noting that all of the authors are or
have been actively associated with The RAND Corporation, The Insti-
tute for Defense Analyses, the Department of Defense, and other parts
or adjuncts of the military establishment, I cannot but recall with some
sympathy the typically eloquent statement Kenneth Boulding made a
few years ago referring to The RAND Corporation, "Its studies must be
accepted with the same kind of reserve that, shall we say, we might
greet a study of the reformation by Jesuits based on unpublished and
secret documents of the Vatican; there is the same combination of
honesty in the value system and bias in the commitment." 2
Thepapers we have before us, as all of you on the inside must
expect from knowledge of your own work and that of the authors,
are in fact peace-minded and perceptive exposures of the paradoxes of
our plight. Within the framework which they accept, they offer warnings
of dangers and suggestions for amelioration which should indeed be
taken into account. I should like to call attention to some of them that
1AThousand Days, Boston, 1965, p. 893.
2KennethE. Boulding, Conflict and Defense, New York, 1962, p. 332.154 Strategy and Resource Allocation
strike me as particularly interesting, if not always new, before going on
to certain considerations that go beyond this framework.
Thus, McGuire reminds us of potentials for instability resulting from
the ability of a first strike to destroy the adversary's retaliatory power
and the paradox that missile defenses can similarly contribute to in-
stability. McGuire also asserts that "technology and strategy will soon
force us to think of choices between deterrence and defense." But
technology is not easily predictable and the strategic considerations seem
to relate to "the option to deploy balanced damage-limiting forces"
(p. 135). One may wonder whether that option, for which Secretary
McNamara's statement on the 1966 Defense Budget is cited, deserves
much more credence than some of Mr. McNamara's other "optimistic"
predictions—about the course of the war in Vietnam.
McGuire introduces preference functions and finds us "far from any
reasonable estimate of a contract curve" (p. 145). He looks for improve-
ments in defense technology as a possible substitute for agreed limitations
of offensive weapons to achieve "a substantial trade of lives on a one-for-
one basis...tothe advantage of both sides, starting from say one
hundred and fifty million potential fatalities down to some level adequate
for deterrence say from ten to fifteen million." McGuire argues that
"shortcomings in information seem to argue against a strategic defense
program" (p. 147), but Rothenberg has some other interesting observa-
tions about the role of information. And I should like to raise some
issues, which seem to me to be fundamental, about whose preference
functions we are dealing with, and interactions between the decision-
makers and those for whom decisions are made.
Rothenberg comes close to a fundamental concern in asking, "When
the carrying out of hot or even cold war becomes terribly onerous, how
does one side, or both, get out?" (p. 104.) Rothenberg recognizes that
the "tension level" between the United States and the Soviet Union is
not "constant or irreducible by constructive human endeavor." "But,"
he continues, "variations in this dimension are deemed to be outside the
scope of the present paper, despite the recognition that arms races and
military confrontation may play a crucial role in an over-all dynamic
process of emotional-political-military interaction between nations" (p.
68). They shall be within the scope of my comments.
Rothenberg offers some sensible reflections on the implications of
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typically expressed in terms of symmetrical force reduction," but that
asymmetrical reductions may also be mutually acceptable. This would
become clearer, along with reasons for resistance to such reductions, if
we were to consider explicitly the preference function that should guide
us. And to this I will come.
On commitments to defense deployments, Rothenberg warns that in
reducing the deterrent power of an opponent, they may seem to threaten
him with a first strike. Without "agreed constraints in force structure,"
Rothenberg sees as "a most likely outcome" of "deployment of defense
packages" beyond the short term, "an expensive cancelling-out of ad-
vantage, worsened by an induced dynamic arms acquisition process
which can destabilize whatever balance of deterrents existed before de-
fense deployment began" (p. 88). Rothenberg sees in agreements limit-
ing offensive weapons "an increase in the variance of possible outcomes."
Whether or not he is right in this, he argues interestingly that "the
effect of variance—uncertainty——is somewhat less obvious but probably
compelling nonetheless.. .Thesimple inability to be sure what will
happen when the stakes are fantastically high and what is done cannot
be undone—a miscalculation would cost humanity—would seem to
exert strong deterrents against central nuclear attack." Is secrecy in mili-
tary capabilities therefore to be desired? But Rothenberg also points out
that "inadequate, misleading information can make any objective sit-
uation unstable by leading to miscalculation" (p. 96). So where are we?
Rothenberg points out that defense of strategic weapons is "relatively
nonprovocative" (p. 98). But he recognizes its "aggressive function
as a protection of weapons held back by an attacker who wants to be
able to follow up his initial attack with a second one." But is that not
part of our strategy of "balanced damage-limiting forces"? Rothenberg
implies a welcome for mutually "decisive defensive capabilities" rather
than a quest for "decisive military superiority," which would be tre-
mendously expensive if at all attainable, and possibly would result in
tremendously destructive war. Can we be confident thatall of our
strategists will see it similarly? Or is there something else in their pref-
erence functions which we are not taking into account? I believe there
is, and will come to that too.
Schelling, like McGuire and Rothenberg, recognizes clearly that war
and defense strategies relate to nonzero-sum games. He points out ap-
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strategy of inflicting costs. This is a particularly appealing point to the
general economist who wonders sometimes whether really paramount
among the forces affecting our policy is not the notion that the more
we spend on military matters (where some of the opportunity cost is
idle resources, at that) the more we hurt our "adversary" who is forced
to match our expenditures. For one thing, Schelling notes explicitly,
"the military expenditures of potential adversaries can affect the civilian
welfare and political conduct of the country, affecting the likelihood of
war itself" (p. 113). But more specifically, Schelling notes that the cost
which one nation may inflict upon the other may lead it to adapt its
behavior in a fashion less desirable to the nation inflicting the cost.
Thus, increasing the cost to an adversary of second-strike capabilities
will lead it to increase its first-strike capabilities unless the income effect
of the added cost of second-strike facilities outweighs the substitution
effect in favor of the first-strike equipment. Yet, one might invest in
spoofing warning systems to make the adversary's measures to prevent
accidental war more costly, even though one has every interest in sup-
porting the adversary's efforts to prevent accidental war. For if one is
confident that the adversary sufficiently shares that interest, one can be
confident that he will meet the increased cost of averting accidental war
and be forced to divert resources from other military efforts to do so.
This is a curious kind of game: a threat of mutual suicide unless the other
side incurs the cost of avoiding it. Schelling brings the analytical pos-
sibility out into the open. I wonder whether the "atomic blackmail" of
which our less friendly critics sometimes accuse us may not be well ex-
plained in these terms, and I shall come to this.
But now I should like to go beyond the games implicitly or ex-
plicitly defined in all of the papers under discussion. Perhaps because
the authors are all in a sense "insiders" (although I rather suspect that
they would be the last to admit it), I see no recognition of the possibility
that the preference function and relevant payoff are different for those
on the inside playing the game and those on whose behalf—or at whose
expense—it is played. George Kennan has been quoted by Schlesinger as
stating in 1961, at the time of the Berlin crisis, "There is no presumption
more terrifying than that of those who would blow up the world on the
basis of their personal judgement of a transient situation. I do not pro-
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men operating on the basis of limited perspective and short-run cal-
culations."
Even in the theory of business behavior, where sensitivity of stock-
holders to their own pecuniary advantage might be expected to have
some influence, economists have at least at times been acutely aware of
the implications of separation of ownership and control. Yet in matters
of defense strategy it seems widely—although I know not universally
—to be assumed that there are a unique set of collective payoffs and
unique collective utility functions for each of the nation-state adver-
saries. But are we really sure that President Kennedy's handling of the
Cuban missile crisis was independent of his own personal stake in the
confrontation and the political situation of his party a scant few weeks
before the congressional elections?
Those most engrossed in a game and its strategy may tend to evaluate
its payoff and penalties very highly. Indeed, while the Cuban missile
crisis is widely acknowledged to have been handled with finesse and is
considered to have turned out "all right," one may be troubled to re-
flect upon what may have been the decision-makers' preference func-
tions when it is reported, by Sorenson, that President Kennedy thought
the "odds that the Soviets would go all the way to war ...seemedto
him...'somewherebetween one out of three and even.' "
Canthat mean that the prompt removal of the missiles as requested
by the United States Government was considered worth a one-third or
.5 probability of nuclear war?
One may be reminded of the slogan, "Better Red than Dead!" I
never thought that a very effective political rallying cry and don't know
many critics of this country's policies that ever adopted it. Yet the al-
most universal condemnation and rejection of the statement is an odd
reflection of preference functions and strategies. Perhaps there are some
political leaders of a non-Communist society who would be bereft of
all point of living under "red rulers." But, invoking a hypothetical re-
vealed preference, would we really expect any substantial number of
American citizens to commit suicide if a Communist regime were to be
installed in the United States? Masaryk may have committed suicide
when the Communists took over Czechoslovakia, but I trust it does
Thousand Days, p. 397.
4TheodoreC. Sorenson, Kennedy, New York, 1965, p. 705.158 Strategy and Resource Allocation
not set back the cause of freedom to admit that not many Czech citizens
chose that way out with him.
John Foster Dulles presumably acted in the conscious knowledge of
his preference function when he threatened China (and possibly the
world) with all-out war if it invaded (liberated) Quemoy and Matsu some
years ago. I can only surmise that Dulles must have rated the probability
of nuclear war then as considerably less than .5. But suppose the prob-
ability were only .1 or even .01, would the American people, in full
knowledge of all the implications, have played the game in the same
way? Dulles' whole career, his life's work, the vision by which he lived
was tied to his policy of "massive retaliation." To refrain from the
threat of war in order to save Quemoy and Matsu would have been a
perhaps crushing loss to him. But to the rest of us? Really?
Had John F. Kennedy refused to run so great a risk over the Cuban
missiles, he might have suffered a grievous political loss. In fact,it
may well be argued that Khrushchev's failure, in the final accounting,
to run the risk that might have pulled him through the crisis less sullied
contributed substantially to his personal downfall. Are we sure that on
both sides the interest of the nation and the nation's leaders were the
same?
But if we admit that the preference functions of the leaders and the
led are different, whole new dimensions are added to the game. A
major strategic consideration of the leaders must then be, at least in a
democracy, influencing the opinions of their own population. If the
dedication to freedom or the fervor against Communism on ideological
grounds is greater among the leaders than among the population, it may
be important to devise a policy ostensibly directed to national survival
against military aggression rather than to an ideological and economic
battle of a substantially different nature. There were some of us who
thought back in the late forties that the realistic basis for the American
role in Western Europe was the protection of friendly governments from
internal upheavals and not Soviet military aggression. But that in itself
might not have been as easy to sell to the American people. Could an
entire strategy of deterrence have been developed against a military
danger which related less to objective reality abroad than to the do-
mestic political requirements of differing preference functions for the
leaders and the citizenry?
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designed essentially to develop attitudes among the governed which will
strengthen the hand of those playing the game? Speeches and briefings
intended to increase the militancy of a population may well put it in a
position to force better terms from an adversary. But will they leave
the tension level unaffected? And will they reduce the probability of
"instability"—or disaster?
And at the risk of being dangerously contemporary as well as con-
troversial, might not the recent Administration emphasis on "invasion
from the North" in Vietnam have something to do with the greater
difficulty of securing public support for suppressing an internal revolt
than for resisting outside military aggression. But if this is so, is it per-
haps also true that bombing North Vietnam has less to do with bringing
about a favorable outcome, either political or military, in South Viet-
nam than it has to do with lending credence to the view of the struggle
with which the Administration finds it necessary to confront the Amer-
ican people? The strategy of the United States government can then not
be understood without recognizing that the American people are a quite
separate "adversary" with which the government must contend.
Indeed, with this view of reality, one may wonder whether deterrence
against enemy attack or national defense in the literal sense really have
nearly as much to do with government policy as papers at this conference
would seem to imply. Perhaps the real issues in the world relate not to
the national survival of the United States, the Soviet Union, or any
other major world power, except as our foolish policies may lead to
mutual destruction. Rather they relate to the struggle for ideological and,
perhaps, economic influence in other portions of the world. But just as
Marxist dogmatists may be more ready to fight and die for Communism
in the Congo than other less dedicated Russian citizens, so may our
grand strategists in the Departments of State or Defense, or RAND,
or the Institute for Defense Analyses consider it a matter of life or
death what regime survives in South Viet Nam or Cambodia or Cuba.
The American people may well share the general attitude but not the
intensity of conviction which would lead to the necessary self-sacrifice.
It is hence necessary to paint the struggle in other terms. "If we don't
stop the Reds in Saigon, we will be fighting them in San Francisco!"
In this context the role of our nuclear armaments becomes quite
different from that popularly conceived and apparently accepted in the
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deter a nuclear attack. We have, even when our power was much less,
never been in any meaningful danger of such an attack. Rather, our
nuclear force serves as a kind of blackmail, like the spoofing of warn-
ing systems suggested by Schelling. We do not want a nuclear war. But
we also know that our adversaries do not want one. We therefore place
ourselves in a position where we can intervene militarily in the ideologi-
cal, nationalistic, and internal struggles with which our leaders are so
much concerned and warn that counterintervention by our more power-
ful adversaries in any amount sufficient to be decisive will be met by
"all of the weapons at our disposal." We will leave no "privileged
sanctuaries," we assert, confident in the conviction that our atomic
power gives us privileged sanctuaries for military operations throughout
the world.
This view of the over-all picture may offer an explanation for op-
position to "complete disarmament" which also has little to do with
defense against surprise nuclear attack and the related problems of in-
spection. For complete disarmament would make it impossible for one
power to be the policeman of the world. But if that is the objection
to complete disarmament, one might expect many scholars not so dedi-
cated to the policeman's role to be interested in elucidating the policies
and strategies necessary to obtain complete disarmament. I find it a bit
dismaying that there is so little attention or even mention of this pos-
sibility as one of the elements of our set of possible defense postures.
Indeed, this view of the world also explains the desire to possess a
substantial first-strike force. Such a force is the appropriate instrument
of a policy of military intervention in revolutionary struggles throughout
the world. The threat of a first nuclear strike is used to prevent or inhibit
intervention or counterintervention by major powers strong enough to
rebuff us with conventional forces. Yet, where substantial conventional
forces are involved, as in the case of China, or only the main body of the
North Vietnamese army, and certainly where nuclear retaliation is a pos-
sibility, even our massive nuclear forces leave critical questions of
credibility. A nuclear attack on China could quickly kill tens of mil-
lions of Chinese; but would the American people who so notoriously
value even a single human life, be ready to sacrifice one million Amer-
icans in exchange for a hundred million Chinese and the fufflulment of
our national purpose in South Vietnam? There may, understandably,
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I know that some of these considerations are outside of the scope of
the papers under discussion. As a confessed outsider I may perhaps be
excused for straying. Or perhaps I should be welcomed, if not for the
merit of what I have suggested, for the principle of it. I wonder if there
should not be many more "outsiders." Perhaps it would be good for
some really private foundation or international organization to subsidize
a group of scholars devoted to the problem of establishing and maintain-
ing peace and security in the world, who would have no occupational
contact, past, present, or future, with any defense establishment or
enterprise, public or private. We might then build up a set of scholars
comparable in training and ability to the worthy and able contributors
to this conference. I would not expect these scholars to be disinterested.
Nobody is. I would hope that a good many of them could not, or would
not want to, get security clearances. But they might be different. And
differences in outlook, values, and assumptions might sharpen the free
competition of ideas.
MICHAEL D. INTRILIGATOR, University of California at Los Angeles
An abstract discussion of arms control, such as that presented by
Jerome Rothenberg in "Strategy, Arms Control, and the Deployment
of Defensive Weapons Systems," while interesting as an intellectual exer-
cise, is, in my opinion, considerably less helpful in both bargaining for
arms control measures and understanding the nature of arms control
than an analysis of certain concrete criteria for successful arms control
agreements. Such criteria are suggested by the history of past successes
and failures of arms control negotiations. As to this history, I would re-
gard as examples of successful arms control agreements the partial test
ban, the Antarctica agreement, and the "hot line" agreement. I would
regard as failures of the past, and probably of the future, the types of
arms control measures discussed by Rothenberg, namely a general freeze
on weapons or on some type of weapon, a general cut of a certain per-
centage in forces, and restrictions on budgets or on some type of budget.
These successes and failures of the past suggest certain criteria for suc-
cessful arms control negotiations.
Of the general criteria for successful arms control perhaps the most
important is that of mutuality of interest. Clearly neither side would
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a measure. The fact that there have been some past arms control suc-
cesses indicates that there exists room for mutual gain, i.e., that both
sides can gain from a particular arms control measure,' in contrast to
the pervasive zero-sum assumption of many strategists. The past record
also indicates some areas in which mutuality of interest does exist and
others in which it probably does not exist. The test ban agreement in-
dicated the mutuality of interest in placing obstacles in the way of the
development of nuclear capabilities by additional countries—by raising
the costs, either political or economic, of weapons development. The
"hot line" agreement indicated the mutuality of interest in avoiding
automatic responses to various incidents. On the other hand, agreements
on budget cuts do not yield a mutual gain because, in the range con-
sidered, such budget cuts yield little in the way of economic benefits,
and larger budget cuts, especially in research and development would re-
suit in each side's renouncing the possibility of achieving a significant
breakthrough in its own special field of competence.
A second criterion for successful arms control is explicitness. To be
implementable an arms control measure must be explicit. Clearly the
above examples of successful arms control measures were explicit since
by the time they are reduced to an agreement they must be explicit.
On the other hand, the examples of arms controls failures all fail on
this criterion. "A general cut of a certain percent in forces" is not ex-
plicit since "forces" are too diverse and there is not now and probably
will never be an agreed-upon measure of "forces." As Rothenberg shows
in his paper "equality of force reduction" is not explicit—even if there
were agreement on what is meant by "force"—since he gives eleven
different possible meanings for this phase. References to "defensive"
and "offensive" systems, which abound in Rothenberg's paper, should
also be avoided because of the lack of a clear and explicit distinction
between these categories. Any particular weapons system typically has
both defensive and offensive capabilities and its classification into one
or the other of these categories generally depends on the circumstances
surrounding its use. An antiballistic missile system, for example, could
be considered defensive if it destroyed an enemy missile that had been
targeted at cities (countervalue) in that it would then protect life. The
same antiballistic could be considered offensive if it destroyed an enemy
1Seethe paper by Thomas Schelling presented at this conference concerning
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missile that had been targeted at missiles (counterforce) in that it would
then protect missiles which could be used for offensive purposes. The
classification of the antiballistic missile into offense or defense thus de-
pends on the targets selected by the enemy—which are themselves hard
to distinguish in the first place. The same reasoning can be applied to
strategic concepts as well as to weapons systems. The counterforce tar-
geting strategy itself can be considered defensive (offensive) if the mis-
siles destroyed under this strategic concept would have been aimed at
countervalue (counterforce) targets. It is virtually impossible to make
these distinctions in practice. Thus "defensive" and "offensive" as cate-
gories upon which to base arms controls discussions are undesirable due
to lack of explicitness.
A third criterion for successful arms control is political acceptability.
Any arms control agreement must be phrased in terms of certain gen-
erally accepted principles and concepts for bargaining or political pur-
poses. These principles and concepts, typically utopian, vague, and often
banal, are generally the gloss, not the substance of such an agreement.
Examples of such principles and concepts are "equality in force reduc-
tion," "defensive vs. offensive weapons systems," and "disarmament." 2
Analyticdiscussion of arms control problems should shun these phrases
while recognizing their use as political slogans.
A fourth criterion for successful arms control negotiations is the prior
existence of a tacit agreement. It is far too dangerous to commit one-
self to a particular arms control measure without the experience of an
informal tacit agreement. Thus for example the three successful arms con-
trol measures each had a tacit predecessor: the test ban was preceded
by a moratorium on testing, the Antarctica agreement was preceded by
an informal agreement, and the "hot line" was preceded by a series of
2Themerger of "arms control" and "disarmament" into the "Arms Control
and Disarmament Agency" is an example of the bureaucratic combination of
opposing viewpoints into a single package. A program of "General and Complete
Disarmament" is neither realistic nor reasonable because of the inherent instability
of a disarmed world in which a few weapons can be decisive. "Arms control"
attacks the critical problem—not the existence of weapons (weapons of potential
mass destruction, such as biological weapons have existed for quite a while and
strangely enough are often not included in "General and Complete Disarmament"
proposals), not the cost of weapons (which represents only a small fraction of
national income) but rather the instabilities in existing weapons systems (for
example the elimination of certain soft weapons or improvement in command and
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exchanges of diplomatic notes. By contrast none of the unsuccessful
measures noted above had tacit predecessors.
If the four criteria outlined here are valid they should indicate the
probable future of arms control negotiations. On this basis, the failures
of the past probably will continue to be failures in the future. There are,
however, some potentially successful arms control measures that are con-
sistent with the criteria. One such measure would be an agreement on
more nuclear free zones, following the precedent of Antarctica. Another
would be an agreement on an open-skies policy, following the precedent
of satellite surveillance. A third would be a further agreement on testing,
covering certain aspects of underground testing. A fourth would be an
agreement on the disposal of certain obsolete weapons systems so as to
prevent their falling into the hands of third powers.
To summarize, I believe it is possible to infer from the past record
of successes and failures some criteria for successful arms control negoti-
ations, in particular mutuality of interest, explicitness, political accept-
ability, and the prior existence of a tacit agreement. In terms of the Roth-
enberg paper itis important to replace imprecise concepts and the
search for an abstract panacea by explicit concepts and a point-by-point
consideration of concrete arms control alternatives.
C. B. MC GUIRE, University of California, Berkeley
Schelling has reminded us that whenever we speak of costs in a
normative context we are, whether we know it or not, discussing a
process involving suboptimization. Yet, though the appearance of the
cost question in discussions of strategy choice is not unusual, explicit
mention of decentralization is rare. No wonder then that we are still
a bit mystified as to the proper role of costs in analyses based on game
theory. Now, with Schelling's admission of puzzlement before us, we
can all take some pride in confessing that we don't in the least under-
stand these matters, and proceed to analyze them in the fashion we
reserve for problems about which we know almost nothing.
A numerical example might indicate briefly a direction that such an
Nom: For a discussion of these questions the reader is also referred to my
paper, "Suboptimal Minimaxing in Decentralized Games," Working Paper No.
186. Center for Research in Management Science, University of California,
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analysis might take. The main point of Schelling's discussion is con-
cerned with the extension of the ideas treated here to not-strictly-com-
petitive games. Since I will not discuss the possibilities of such exten-
sions here, these observations might better be regarded as a preface to
Schelling's paper (or even a springboard for his attack) rather than a
comment on its central arguments.
Suppose Nation A is playing two zero-sum games against Nation B.
Let the payoffs to A in these two distinct simultaneous games be
90 180 240 30
300 360
where A chooses rows and B chooses columns. Without restriction on
strategy choices, zero-sum theory tells us that an equilibrium pair of
strategies will be chosen by the players in each game, with the result that
the circled saddle-values will represent the result. The total payoff to A
in this case is 540. The fact that the games are being played simultane-
ously has no relevance, since A's choice in Game 1 has no effect on the
range of choices available to him in Game 2, and the payoffs are
additive; and the same holds for B. In these circumstances, the de-
composability of the grand game into two subgames is so obvious as to
go unrecognized.
Several kinds of links between the two games might be specified.
I shall suppose that each nation has one limited resource which is
necessary as an input to the employment of the various strategies. Let
(Pi, 1 —Pi)denote A's mixed strategy in Game 1, and (P2, 1 —p2)his
mixed strategy in Game 2. Let q1 and q2 play the same roles for B.
Then the "technology" of strategy production specifies coefficients of
resource use for each strategy as follows:
5 4 6 3
2 3
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This means that units of resource are required for the employment
at level Pi of A's first strategy, and 6(1 —Pi)for the second strategy
in the first game. If A has a total of 12 resource units available and B
a total of 9 units, then the economic constraints on strategy choices are
6(1—pi)+ 3P2+ 8(1 —P2) 12
and
5qi+4(l —ql)+6q2+3(l —q2)￿9.
Note that the constraints merely limit the totals of expected resource use.
We first observe that resource availabilities are not sufficient to achieve
the 540 solution referred to earlier. What is the solution now? Indeed,
is the new situation even a game in the formal sense?
Define a'(pi,1 —Pi,P2,1 —P2)and /3'(q1,1 —q1,q2,





The new variable u is a slack variable, and a fifth column has been
put into the matrix to represent this "disposal" effect. The theory of
linear programming tells us that all feasible a's are convex combinations
of the a-parts of the non-negative "basis" vectors of this constraint
system. These are easily seen to be
a1 =(1,0, 1,0), = 7
a2 =(1,0,0,1), U2 2
1, 1,0),U33
U4O
a5 = 0, 1), 0.
We may regard al,..., asA's "pure" strategies in the grand
resource-constrained game: any probability mixture of these five pure
strategies is feasible. For B the basis vectors are defined by
[546311 [/31[9
fl 100 011—I=Ii
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They are
=(0,0,0,1), v1 =I
(0,1,0, 1), V2= 2
/33= (1,0, 2%), V3 = 0
/34= (0,1,2%, V4 = 0
In terms of these new "pure" strategies the payoff matrix for the







We observe that is an equilibrium pair; in this case, there is
no need for either party to resort to further mixing.
So far it has been shown that the double game with linking resource
constraints can be phrased as a certain single unconstrained game, and
the standard solution notions applied. Now let us return to the original
Game 1 and Game 2 and ask how the solution to the compounded game
might be implemented in decentralized fashion at these local levels.
To A, the marginal return to application of the scarce resource to
Game 1 depends, of course, on B's strategy q1. This marginal return
can be written, in the case at hand, as
qi(240 —90)+ (1 —qi)(300 —180)
6—2
so long as Pi>0; when Pi =0nothing more is gained by additional
resource allocation. Under optimal resource allocation, the marginal
return to an unsatiated application must be as great as that to any
other application. All of these marginal conditions could be spelled out
in precise detail starting from just this kind of reasoning. There is,
however, an equivalent way of stating the conditions which is easier to
understand, and, at the same time, more revealing.
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and S stand for an internal price of the scarce resource in Nation B.
We may imagine resource custodians in each nation who sell (but not
to foreigners—see below.) to managers of games 1 and 2. The cus-
todians raise prices if demand exceeds the fixed supply, lower prices if
demand falls short, and leave them unchanged when the market just
clears.
Now consider the following modified Games 1 and 2.
Game1 240—6y+ 55 300 —6y+ 45
240—3y+6530—3y+35
Game 2 300—8y+ 65 360 —8y+ 35
Each local game manager modifies his payoffs by subtracting his own
appropriate shadow costs and adding those of his local opponent.
if P2,q1, q2 and -yand8 are such that
1.-yclears A's market, or -y =0,
2. 8 clears B's market, or S =0,
3. is an equilibrium pair for modified Game 1,
4. P2, q2 is an equilibrium pair for modified Game 2,
then,1 and only then, Pi, P2, q1, q2 comprise a solution to the grand
game.
Returning to my example for illustration of the theorem stated, it will
be recalled that a5,fl3was the solution. That is to say, Pi =% and
q1 =1must be an equilibrium pair in modified Game 1, and P2 =0
aridq2 =% mustbe an equilibrium pair in modified Game 2. It is a
simple calculation to show that only when -y =37%and S =75can this
be true. The modified payoff matrices are then
115 185 2321,4 —22%
and
115 185 120 120
1Forthis sufficiency statement to hold true, it must be assumed that only the
resource custodian has a "free disposal"activityavailable. Whatever excess
resources a local manager has must be returned to the custodian.Choice Between Deterrence and Defense 169
The proposed solutions satisfy the conditions of the theorem, but
notice that from a local viewpoint they do not appear to be optimal:
A's manager of Game 1, it appears, could save costs by increasing Pi
for instance. This somewhat disturbing feature is, however, not peculiar
to this analysis; it also occurs in production decentralization models
based on simplex decomposition algorithms. Denial of local "free dis-
posal" activities helps to restore the economic plausibility of the con-
ditions in a decentralized interpretation.
The theorem briefly stated, here, and the related decentralized adjust-
ment process, are presented in a more general and more rigorous dis-
cussion in another paper.2
A word about trading with the enemy. A's resource custodian sells
internally at price y which reflects the marginal value of the resource
to Nation A. He may as well sell to B as long as he is compensated
for the loss y that follows from the more severe restriction on his own
strategy choice andforthe gainto B (which A pays through the
game) from the wider strategy choice thereby made possible. Nobody
gains or loses from such trading in a zero-sum context, but the price
should be y + S.
2Seemy paper "Suboptimal Minimaxing."